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information before they can compute an answer to their
query or to build extraction pipelines (e.g., when using
[1]) which however require substantial efforts.
Hence, we advocate for a different route where users
can extract structured data relevant to satisfy an information need from a collection of text documents without
the need to program, train or specify extraction systems.
Instead, the aim is to provide a system that allows
users to explore new (unseen) text collections by simply
issuing a query to receive structured information from
the corpus. In contrast to [2] this should not require data
already in tabular form, rather the idea is to automatically
identify the relevant target structure and then, again
automatically, fill it from unstructured text.

Contributions Therefore, we propose WannaDB, a
system for ad-hoc structured text exploration. The main
Figure 1: Aim: Query a text collection and receive an approxidea of WannaDB is that a user specifies their informaimate structured result without manual extraction
tion need by composing SQL-style queries over the text
collection. For example, in Figure 1, the user issues a
query to extract information about dates, airlines, and
Motivation In many domains, users face the problem cities of incidents. WannaDB then takes the query and
of needing to quickly extract insights from large col- evaluates it over the given document collection by autolections of textual documents. For example, imagine a matically populating the table(s) required to answer the
journalist who wants to write an article about airline query with information nuggets from the documents.
security that was triggered by some recent incidents of
To do this, WannaDB uses a novel pipeline as shown
a well-known US airline. For this reason, the journalist in Figure 2 which first extracts a superset of informamight decide to explore a collection of textual accident tion nuggets from texts (e.g., all named entities), then
reports from the National Transportation Safety Board in
order to answer questions like ’What incident types are
Compute & return
the most frequent ones?’ or ’Which airlines are involved
approximate result
most often in incidents?’. And clearly, there are many
User
more domains where end users want to explore textual
issues
Approximate
document collections in a similar fashion.
query
KB
Yet, existing approaches to answer such queries over
SELECT...
new text collections force users to either read through
vast amounts of text and manually extract the relevant
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Figure 2: Pipeline & Usage of WannaDB
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determines the information need from the query, and
finally matches nuggets to the relevant attributes of the
user’s query. As a result, WannaDB allows to answer the
queries, even if the information is not explicitly stated in
the corpus but has to be calculated (e.g., when the query
contains aggregation functions like AVG or SUM). A main
observation here is that in many cases a sample of extractions (i.e., a table with partially missing or incorrect
values) is sufficient to produce approximate results to
answer the user’s query.
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